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Chairman Masterson, Vice Chair Petersen, Ranking Member Francisco and Members of the 
Committee: 
 
Good afternoon. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify before your committee about 
electric utility rates in Kansas and how industrial businesses are challenged by uncompetitive 
rates. 
 
My name is Adam Pogue. I am Vice President for Manufacturing Services at Spirit AeroSystems 
with leadership responsibilities for facilities services, tooling and global facilities management 
for our seven manufacturing and assembly sites. This includes responsibilities for managing our 
utility infrastructure and contracts across more than 15 million square feet of global 
manufacturing space. More than 12 million square feet of that manufacturing space is located in 
Wichita. 
 
Spirit employs about 16,000 people worldwide designing and building complex aerostructures 
for both commercial and defense customers. More than 12,500 of those employees are located at 
our headquarters in Wichita. Additionally, we have U.S. manufacturing sites in Oklahoma and 
North Carolina with global operations in the U.K., France and Malaysia. The company's core 
products include fuselages, pylons, nacelles and wing components for the world's most 
recognizable airplanes. 
 
My message today is simple: Kansas’ high electricity rates create barriers for businesses trying to 
expand or locate operations to our state. This is especially true for advanced manufacturing 
industries that are high-volume consumers of electricity and who are competing in a fierce global 
market. 
 
Spirit has a unique perspective on this challenge. As many of you know, over the past 14 months 
we announced two large expansion projects in Wichita resulting in 2,400 new jobs being created. 
In addition to these new jobs, we announced our plans to invest $1 billion in capital projects over 
a five year period at our Wichita site. 
 
At the same time we committed to growing operations in Kansas, we also announced plans to 
expand operations at our Tulsa facility that will result in about a 20 percent increase in that site’s 
employment over the next few years. And Spirit is in the middle of a previously-announced 
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acquisition that – if the deal closes – will result in a third Spirit Oklahoma site that has 
significant capacity for expanded operations. 
 
If we look the three states were Spirit currently has operations, we see a large disparity in our 
electricity rates. 
 
Looking at the price per kilowatt hour, our Kansas electricity rate is 27 percent higher than our 
Oklahoma rate. The disparity is even more evident when we look at our North Carolina rate, 
which puts our Kansas rate 37 percent higher per kilowatt hour. 
 
Every time Spirit considers where to expand operations or place new work, the high rate of 
electricity always goes in the negative column for Wichita. Our decision to grow in Kansas has 
been in spite of uncompetitive electricity rates. We would love for our utility rates to become a 
competitive advantage that we could place in the positive column. 
 
Many of you hear about the publicly-announced expansions and new programs, but for every 
opportunity we win, there are many others where we couldn’t close the business case. It’s great 
to talk about the economic wins across the state, but we also need to account for the missed 
opportunities and address barriers that prevented businesses from winning even more work. As 
with any business pursuit that relies on advanced manufacturing technology, high utility costs 
will always be a contributing factor in an uncompetitive bid. 
 
This is not just a problem for one class of large industrial ratepayers – it’s an economic 
competitiveness issue that affects the bottom line of every business in the state. For example, 
Spirit has about 500 suppliers in Kansas and spends about $1 billion each year with those 
suppliers. All of us – Spirit included – work very hard to lower our costs to provide better value 
for our customers and investors year-over-year. However, from the small business owner to the 
large corporation, our collective ability to manage increasing electricity costs is something we 
have a limited ability to control, but it is something you as members of the state legislature can 
directly influence. 
 
That is why we are here. We believe the time has come to change the narrative in Kansas and 
have an honest discussion about how we got here. More importantly, we need to talk about how 
we put in place enforceable short-term and long-term plans that take us from a regionally high-
rate state to a regionally rate-competitive state. 
 
It is in all of our best interests for Kansas job creators to compete and win. Winning new work 
packages creates jobs, grows our population and improves our economy. While there is no single 
barrier that is holding our state back, we must aggressively grow the list of competitive 
advantages for why businesses should consider expanding or moving operations to Kansas. 
 
As this Committee reviews the Kansas Corporation Commission electricity rate study and 
weighs policy options this session, we respectfully ask for your leadership in changing the 
narrative about our regional electricity costs. We need stabilized rates, controlled capital 
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spending and right-sized power-generating operations that are aligned with demand. Then we 
can begin to lower electricity rates, expand the customer base and create more certainty in the 
market. 
 
We are encouraged the legislature has renewed interest in using its authority to ensure we move 
in a positive direction with positive outcomes. 
 
As we pursue economic growth across the state, an expanded customer base will benefit all 
ratepayers and lead to a more prosperous economy for everyone. 
 
We look forward to working with you this session to take real steps that will improve Kansas’ 
value proposition for businesses seeking to grow operations and create jobs. 
 
Again, thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify. I look forward to answering your 
questions. 
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